Cyber risks and opportunity: growing at the speed of code

Do you have the tools to help you capitalize on the growing demand for cyber insurance? Verisk delivers an integrated ecosystem of cyber solutions you need.

Cyber risks are scattered everywhere you look. With solutions to help you more effectively manage risk, you’ll be ready for the next attack.

Verisk Cyber Solutions

A qualitative and quantitative underwriting report on a prospect’s cyber risk can help you pull away from the pack. With solutions to help you more effectively manage risk, you’ll be ready for the next attack.

One End-to-End Cyber Solution

One integrated cyber solution with a single view of your exposures.

Easily configurable data dictionary

Seamless integration into existing IT infrastructure

Cyber getting fatter

A centralized contributory database for aggregated industry data

A database of 1 million transactions

To learn more about how to initiate or enhance your cyber program with Verisk, please visit www.cyber.com or contact cybersolutions@verisk.com
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